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Video 8 Worksheet 

Fill in the blanks with either “at” or “at the.” 

1. The train is _______________ station. 

2. The taxi is _______________ station. 

3. The buses are _______________ bus stop. 

4. The train is _______________ Grand Central Station.* 

5. The taxicab is _______________ Shinjuku Station. 

Circle the correct answer. 

6. The runner’s    at / at the    starting line. 

7. The runners are    at / at the    checkpoint. 

8. The runner’s    at / at the    checkpoint one.  

9. The runners are    at / at the    checkpoint three. 

10. The fans are    at / at the    finish line. 

11. The announcer’s    at / at the    finish line. 

 

12. A marathon is a    car race / running race   . 

13. A 10-K is a    car race / running race   . 

Answer true or false. 

14. A 10-K is a marathon.   __________ 

15. An airplane is also called a plane.   __________ 

 

* The official name of Grand Central Station is Grand Central Terminal.   
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Video 8 Worksheet – Answer Key 

Fill in the blanks with either “at” or “at the.” 

1. The train is at the station. 

2. The taxi is at the station. 

3. The buses are at the bus stop. 

4. The train is at Grand Central Station.* 

5. The taxicab is at Shinjuku Station. 

Circle the correct answer. 

6. The runner’s at the starting line. 

7. The runners are at the checkpoint. 

8. The runner’s at checkpoint one.  

9. The runners are at checkpoint three. 

10. The fans are at the finish line. 

11. The announcer’s at the finish line. 

 

12. A marathon is a running race. 

13. A 10-K is a running race. 

Answer true or false. 

14. A 10-K is a marathon.   False 

15. An airplane is also called a plane.  True 

 


